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Prehistoric Southern African ceramic figurines from Kulubele further 
contextualised – some links and discontinuities 
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Anthropomorphic ceramic sculptures, some dating to more than a thousand years ago, have appeared 
intermittently in the Southern African archaeological record. These works sometimes only hint at the 
human form. This paper seeks, from an art historical point of view, to contextualise ways of looking 
at their visual features within aspects of a framework of what has been theorised about social life in 
those times. To this end, solidly modelled human ceramic figurine fragments, from Kulubele in the 
Eastern Cape Province, are situated within a broader prehistoric visual arts heritage that also includes 
comparison with artworks from more northerly Southern African sites such as at Schroda, K2 and 
Mapungubwe, in Limpopo Province.
Key Words: Alice Gqa Nongebeza; Early Iron Age sculpture; First-Millennium Agriculturist 
sculptors; Pre-Colonial ceramics sequences; prehistoric artworks; clay female figurines.

Imbali engaphambili yemazantsi e-Afrika eyenzelwe ngokuqinileyo kudongwe oluqhekekayo 
icacisiwe - unxibelelwano nokuqhawukana
Iimixonkxo yodongwe etshintshayo, eminye yayo esukela ngaphezu kwenkulungwane yeminyaka 
egqithileyo, iye yavela izihlandlo ngezihlandlo kwimbali yeakhiyoloji yamaZantsi e-Afrika. 
Lemisebenzi okanye lembali ngamaxesha athile inika nje intluva kuhlobo loluntu. Eliphepha, 
ngokoluvo lwembali yomzobi, lifuna ukuphuhlisa iindlela zokujonga iimpawu zangaphandle 
ezibonakalayo ngokwendlela abebephila ngayo ngalomaxesha. Njengangoku, iintsalela zodongwe 
eziqinileyo ezenzelwe eluntwini eKulubele kwiphondo leMpuma Kapa, zibekwe kwimo ebanzi 
yembali engaphambili yenkcubeko esiyibonayo equka uthelekiso lomsebenzi wezandla kwimimandla 
esemantla kumaZantsi e-Afrika anjenge-Schroda, K2 kunye neMapungubwe kwiphondo leLimpompo. 
Amagama amakaqatshelwe: Alice Gqa Nongebeza; iimisebenzi yodongwe ngexesha langaphambili; 
abaxonkxi bezolimo kwinkulungwane yokuqala; indlela oye walandela ngayo umsebenzi wezandla 
phambi kwamakoloniyali; umsebenzi wezandla ngodongwe kwimbali engaphambili; iimisebenzi 
emincinci yabasetyini; iimisebenzi eyenziya yaqina yomsebenzi wodongwe.

In a previous paper (2006), as one of several steps towards drawing attention to features 
of our three dimensional prehistoric Southern African visual arts heritage, I took a look at 
anthropomorphic ceramic sculptures from Kulubele and from several sites in neighbouring 

KwaZulu-Natal Province (figure 1). These usually less than palm sized works were created by 
Pre-Colonial First-Millennium Agriculturist [F-MA] peoples between, approximately, the years 
AD 650 and 1080 (Binneman 1996: 34; Loubser 1993: 146; Maggs & Ward 1984: 105; Van 
Schalkwyk, L. 1994(a): 89; Whitelaw 1993: 65, 1994: 37).

Coincidentally, while chatting with friends in my studio just recently, I noticed someone 
modelling a small lump of clay into a rudimentary female torso. I soon realised that a nude 
female was probably more prominently on that person’s mind than the subject of our discussion! 
I rescued that small sculpture prior to it being thrown into the clay recycling bin because this 
incident is a good example that such an item can be created within seconds, is easily discarded, 
that people create things that are on their minds, as well as that such works may not necessarily 
be for public consumption.
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  Figure 1
Left: Kulubele less than palm sized First-Millennium Agriculturist ceramic figurine fragments, Eastern 

Cape, dating to AD 790-857 (Binneman 1996: 34).
 

Centre: Magogo less than palm sized First-Millennium Agriculturist ceramic figurine fragments, KwaZulu 
Natal, dating to AD 700-800s (http://newhistory.co.za/history_of_south_africa_2/page/116, retrieved on 14th 

April 2012). 
 

Right: Contemporary less than palm sized unfired clay figurine, at bottom right, in outdoor setting 
(photograph: the author 2012).

Later, when I placed the sculpture to photograph it, I was also struck by the fact that people 
often tend to position items of interest, value, or specific function together in particular places, 
and thus that both the item and site thereby gather further significances because of such use 
value and setting. In conjunction with such observations, however, it is important to bear in 
mind Marcia-Anne Dobres’s (2006: 32) warning against “the inherent biases of presentism”, 
by which she means that it is unwise to freely extrapolate from historical-era observations and 
ways of thinking back into the deep past. Thus my story of the unexpected figurine probably tells 
more about my own opinions than anything else, but I must nonetheless immediately confess, 
with due respect to Dobres, that I think that even in the deep past reflections by individuals 
and communities on the human body, as in present times, may well have been “central … to 
[often contested] negotiation of the self, the other, the individual and the collective in society” 
(Sobopha 2011: 93).

Another way of contextualising the Kulubele figurine fragments, created sometime between 
AD 790 and 857 (Binneman 1996: 30), is to locate them within a broad international prehistoric 
frame and to selectively review some points that have been made about such works. A quick 
investigation into the worldwide presence of solidly modelled ceramic figurines turned up many 
of my favourite works and revealed the Kulubele fragment to be of startlingly recent origin.  
The Venus of Dolní Vĕstonice 1, (figure 2) for example, was created some 25 000 years earlier 
during the Central European Palaeolithic era in present day South Moravia, Czechoslovakia 
(Budja 2006: 184). 

This plump female figurine, which was found in two pieces, is one of those recognised 
as being amongst the earliest ceramic artworks yet excavated. According to Petr Budja (2006:  
185-186) it “predates the making of pottery” utilityware anywhere else on earth by many 
millennia, the earliest known dates for vessels being from Southern China, the Russian Far 
East and Japan from about 14000 BC onwards. At 115mm high (Kralik et al 2002: 107) this 
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figurine, despite being hand-sized, is easily more than double the size of the Kulubele works, 
and certainly features a lot more anatomical detail. 

Figure 2
Front, side and rear views of the Dolní Vĕstonice 1 ceramic figurine, 115mm high, created around 24 000 
BC. Photographed by Petr Novák, 2007, at the Mammoth Hunters Exhibition at the National Museum in 

Prague (http://donsmaps.com/dolnivenus.html, retrieved on 6th April 2012). 

Budja (2006: 185, citing Verpoorte 2001) has recorded that the Dolní Vĕstonice site features 
an “oven-like hearth in the centre of a hut-like structure where two thousand pieces of ceramic 
were dispersed”. He suggests that “almost all the figurines … were deliberately fragmented” 
because they appear to have been “cast into the fire” while wet and would consequently 
“explode loudly sending fragments flying in many directions”. This fascinating reflection on 
possible Palaeolithic pyrotechnics indicates that “the making, firing, and sometimes exploding 
of the figurines may have been the prime function of the ceramics of this site, rather than them 
having been manufactured as permanent, portable objects” (Vandiver et al 1989: 1002). Equally 
interesting is that Miroslav Kralik et al (2002: 107) found a fingerprint on this sculpture and 
have postulated a possibility that the fingerprint owner, who may have been different from the 
maker, was probably a youth aged between 7 and 15 years.  

Furthermore, without in any way suggesting direct parallels between Central European 
Palaeolithic and Southern African First-Millennium Agriculturist lifeways, there are three 
more factors that may be helpful for contextualising the Kulubele figurines. These are that, 
compositionally, many Palaeolithic anthropomorphic figurines feature added engravings; (figure 
3) and that structural similarity is sometimes evident despite different origins; and that there 
is sometimes a striking resemblance to modern bodies if viewed from above. In this regard 
Catherine McCoid and Leroy McDermott (1996: 319-320, referring to theories proposed by 
Abramova 1967; Begouen 1929; Breuil 1952; Burkitt 1934; Collins & Onians 1978; Ucko & 
Rosenfeld 1967) have stated that it is essential to “decolonise gender” and take into account 
“female vision in the Upper Palaeolithic”.
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Figure 3

Top left: Examples of engravings seen on anthropomorphic ceramic figurines from the Upper Palaeolithic 
Pavlovian sites Dolní Vĕstonice and Předmosti (from Verpoorte 2001, in Budja 2006: 185). 

 
Bottom left: Proportional comparisons of the Palaeolithic figurines Willendorf 1, Laussel “La femme à la 

corne”, Dolni Vĕstonice No 1, and Gagarino No. 3 (McCoid & McDermott 1996: 320).
 

Upper centre left, centre right, and right: Views of own body from above by 26-year-old female who is five 
months pregnant and of average weight (McCoid & McDermott 1996: 321-323). 

 
Lower centre left, centre right, and right: Corresponding views from same perspective of Willendorf 1 

figurine (McCoid & McDermott 1996: 321-323).

They suggest that much previous research focussed on such figurines has been from an 
androcentric point of view, many writers have been males and that “all of us look at the world 
and, at least partially, see what is inside our own heads”. These authors reject that such female 
figurines as the Venus of Dolní Vĕstonice 1 may have been “sex objects made from a male point 
of view”, or purely “magical symbols of fecundity ultimately concerned with the increase of 
both animal and human populations”. They have also pointed out (citing Leroi-Gourhan 1968) 
that, irrespective of media, many Palaeolithic figurines share a “lozenge” like structure that 
includes features such as “a usually downturned head; thin arms that either disappear under 
the breasts or cross over them; an abnormally thin upper torso; voluminous breasts; large fatty 
buttocks and/or thighs; and a prominent … abdomen, sometimes with a large elliptical navel”. 

McCoid and McDermott (1996: 320), for example, have proposed that “the apparent 
distortions of anatomy” evident in these figurines actually “become apt renderings if we consider 
the body as seen by a woman looking down on herself”, thereby suggesting that “since these 
images were discovered, we have simply been looking at them from the wrong angle of view”. 
They go on to suggest (1996: 323) that many of the figurines may have had “feminine creators 
… who sought to gain and preserve knowledge about their own bodies”, concluding that “it 
is possible that the emergence and subsequent propagation of these images across Europe 
occurred precisely because they played a didactic function with actual adaptive consequences 
for women”.   

Yet, even this analysis seems to have at least partially missed on a point made by Soffer et 
al (2000: 514, citing discussion by Dobres 1992; Marshack 1991; McDermott 1996; and Soffer 
& Conkey 1997;) who insisted that “this selective focus on … emotionally charged primary 
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and secondary sexual characteristics [which are] presumed but never demonstrated to be the 
critical ones, has led to … conflicting unitary explanations”. Such views, according to Soffer 
et al (2000), have tended towards “lack of attention to context, uncontrolled chronologies, and 
unjustified assumptions”.

Now, with those observations ringing, I feel that a conceptual framework for analysis of 
some of Southern Africa’s solidly modelled figurines has begun to be laid. It is thus necessary 
to press on and avoid the temptation to extensively look at other favourites such as those (figure 
4) from Çatal Hüyük in Turkey, Harappa in the Indus River Valley in Pakistan, or Jomon in the 
Nangano Prefecture, Japan. These works, ranging in age respectively from about 6000 BC, 3000 
BC and to about 2000 BC, tell tales about eras long gone and also reveal different sculpting 
styles and focal points.  

Figure 4
Left: Seated Mother Goddess of Çatal Hüyük [the head is a restoration], Turkey, c. 6000 BC. Museum of 
Anatolia Civilizations, Ankara, Turkey (Peterson 1999: 245; and http://en.wikipedia.org/Seated_Woman_

of_%C3%, retrieved on 7th April 2012).
 

Centre: Terracotta figurine from Harappa, Indus River Valley, Pakistan, c. 3000 BC. National Museum, 
Madras, Pakistan. Posted by Sharri R. Clark, Harappa Archaeological Research Project (Peterson 1999: 

246; and http://www.harappa.com/figurines/index.html, retrieved on 7th April 2012).
 

Right: Tanabatake Venus, Nangano prefecture, Japan, c. 2500 – 1500 BC. Chino City Board of Education, 
Japan (Hudson et al 2007, 2008; and http://www.britishmuseum.org/the_power_of_dogu, retrieved on 7th 

April 2012).  

On the other hand, a less elaborate style with attention to different types of detail is evident in the 
figurines created by First-Millennium Agriculturist peoples at Kulubele (figure 5) and elsewhere 
in the Southern African “East Coast Basin” (Sadr 2008: 107). These earliest sculpted ceramic 
figurines from the Eastern Cape and neighbouring KwaZulu-Natal are thought to have possibly 
been used in rituals pertaining to female fertility (Evers & Hammond-Tooke 1986; Inskeep & 
Maggs 1975; Loubser 1993; Prins & Granger 1993; Whitelaw 1994). The archaeological record 
has also shown that First-Millennium Agriculturists were skilled potters and metalworkers. It 
has furthermore been seen that those peoples practiced both hunting and animal husbandry, as 
well as cultivated crops such as millet and sorgum (Binneman 1996).
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Archaeologists (Huffman 2007: 212-315, for example) have noted similarities in a First-
Millennium Agriculturist ceramic style, known as the Kalundu Tradition, which extends through 
parts of Angola, Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa. Links have thus been shown to have 
extended between peoples resident at places such as Schroda in Limpopo Province (figure 6), 
Lydenberg in Mpumalanga Province, several sites in KwaZulu-Natal including Ndondondwane 
and KwaGandaganda, through to Kulubele in the Eastern Cape. Indeed, it seems that solidly 
modelled human figurines were being created down south as well as at Schroda, and then later 
at K2 and Mapungubwe, at about roughly the same time of a few hundred years before and after 
the turn of the first millennium AD.  

Figure 5
Examples of less than palm sized Southern African East Coast Basin ceramic figurine fragments.

Left: Kulubele torso fragment (Binneman 1996; photograph: the author, courtesy Albany Museum). 
 

Middle: Nanda figurine fragments (Whitelaw 1993).
 

Right: KwaGandaganda figurine fragments (Whitelaw 1994).

Figure 6
Schroda, in the Limpopo Basin, and related sites. 

(http://newhistory.co.za/wordpress/wp-content/ uploads/2010/06/map-of-Mapungubwe-and-related-sites, 
retrieved on 8th April 2012).

 Excavations (figure 7) in the Limpopo Basin (Sadr 2008: 107) have shown that many human 
and other figurines were created, for example, at the confluence of the Shashe and Limpopo 
rivers. The main settlements of Schroda (Hanisch 1980; Van Schalkwyk JA & Hanisch 2002), 
K2 and Mapungubwe (Fouché 1937; Gardner 1963; Huffman 2000; Meyer 1998, 2000) were 
progressively densely populated between AD 900 and 1300 (Maggs 2000: 2). 
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Clay sculptures probably played significant roles in society, and anthropomorphic figurines 
from Schroda (figure 8) include one which is quite prominently male, a feature that I have not 
yet noticed being evident on the East Coast Basin figurines. Also, these “Category H1” (Hanisch 
2002: 20; Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 52) somewhat therianthropic sculptures average about 
200mm in height. Thus they are about four times larger than those from KwaZulu-Natal and 
Eastern Cape. Furthermore, these tubular Schroda figurines are designed to stand upright on 
thick specially shortened pedestal legs. The works from Kulubele, and sites in KwaZulu-Natal, 
seem to not have had projecting legs, nor do they show signs of having had fully extended arms. 
A further difference is evident in that the figurines from down south seem to have usually had 
their heads deliberately broken off prior to deposition (for example: Binneman 1996; Prins & 
Granger 1993; Van Schalkwyk, L 1994(a), 1994(b); Whitelaw 1993, 1994) whereas these have 
heads still affixed, which feature snout-like projections with pinched out flaps for ears.

Figure 7
Site of Hanisch’s excavation of the figurine area adjacent to the cattle kraal at Schroda 

(Huffman 2002: 17).

Figure 8
Anthropomorphic Schroda figurines, averaging about 200mm in height 

(Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 52). 
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Hanisch & Maumela (2002: 53) have observed that these figurines have “little or no forehead” 
and do not have specific markers “indicating eyes, nostrils and mouth”, yet, when not broken, 
the genitals “are very pronounced”. They have also recorded that many of the Schroda figurines 
“have large parts of the back through to the top of the forehead coloured with red ochre, as well 
as on the front part of the lower torso”. In this context the colour red, as observed by Anitra 
Nettleton (2002: 109, citing also McGaffey 1993; Roberts and Roberts 1996; and Turner 1967), 
would have been likely to be highly charged, and often associated with “heat … and blood, 
particularly menstrual blood”. On the other hand, I have not yet noticed traces of red or other 
colourants on the East Coast Basin figurines. 

Despite so many differentiating features, there are, nonetheless, many similarities between 
the East Coast Basin and Schroda artworks, one of which is that there is no real indication of 
intention to create anatomically accurate human figurines. Thus the chunky cylindrical torsos 
are merely foundations upon which specific characteristics are portrayed. Two other important 
similarities are that they are quickly modelled, and sometimes engraved with seriated punctates 
or parallel grooves, thereby perhaps indicating cicatrisation practices (Armstrong et al 2008: 
538-540) that focus on areas on the body of specific importance.

Other categories of human figurines (figure 9) occurring at Schroda include category 
“H2a” (Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 53-54) works which are described as “large stylised” with 
arms and “slightly shaped lump for a head”, but of “undefined” gender. These can in turn be 
compared with categories “H2b” and “H2c” (Hanisch 2002: 54), which are really bits and pieces 
hinting at the human form, as do the “H4 miniature humanlike figurines” which are usually 
“under 50mm in height”.

Figure 9
From left to right: Schroda anthropomorphic figurines of undefined gender; with prominent facial 

features; with only torso and arms and legs; and less than 50mm high miniature highly stylised figurines 
(Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 54-56).   

Also from Schroda are the elegantly elongated (figure 10) category of “H3” human female 
figurines (Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 55) which rise up from long legs, reaching an average 
height of around 210mm. Furthermore, these rather phallic figurines feature pronounced buttocks 
and umbilical regions, which are linked to stylised breasts and minute arms by longish shaft-like 
torsos that taper towards the shoulders and neck. An “unshaped head” usually extends about 
“two centimetres” above “shoulder level” of these sexually “ambiguous” (Dederen 2010: 23) 
gynandromorphic sculptures. Such hints at means to human fertility are frequently emphasised 
by “concentric punctates found around the navel, with … single lines extending upwards to 
between the breasts” (Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 55). Hanisch and Maumela (2002: 55) have 
also noticed that “a few figurines show some red colouring, with one particularly noticeable in 
having a clear depression along the spinal column that is coloured with red ochre”.
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Figure 10
From Left to right: Front and rear views of two tall, elongated, Schroda figurines with gynandromorphic 

characteristics, respectively 221mm and 215mm tall (Hanisch & Maumela 2002: 55; Wood 2002: 87).

   
Johan van Schalkwyk (2002: 69) has suggested that “in contemporary societies in Southern Africa 
clusters of figurines such as those from Schroda are usually linked with discrete institutions of 
the kind that have been called rites de passage” and may have had something to do with issues 
of fertility (Richards & Schofield 1945; Cory 1944, 1956; Richards 1956; Matenga 1993; and 
Nettleton 2002). This interpretation is partly supported by Marilee Wood (2002: 90-91, referring 
also to Garlake 1973) who also pointed to two clay figurines (figure 11) of relatively similar 
design and size, collected nearly 100 years ago, as being illustrative that the bisexual traits of the 
explicitly phallic heads and upper torsos refer to an idea that, in historic times in some places, “a 
married woman’s head (and by implication her spirit) belongs to her father”. It is very important 
to heed Dobres’s warning to avoid reckless extrapolation from historic era observations into the 
prehistoric past, yet this interpretation by Wood is intriguing, especially considering, also, the 
frequent absence of heads elsewhere in the Southern African archaeological record. 

Figure 11
Left: Zulu clay figurine with glass bead decoration, 184mm. Collection: American Museum of Natural 

History, Smithsonian 303, 759 –collected by Dr. A. Schück, acquired 1917/1918 (photo: M. Wood in Wood 
2002: 90).

Right: South Sotho clay figurine with glass beads and fibre, 230mm. Collection: South African Museum 
4172 –from Quithing, Lesotho, presented by Dr. Ashton in 1923 (photo: M. Wood in Wood 2002: 91).  
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Other finds (figure 12) of both small and large female figurines have been made at K2. These 
sculptures would have been created sometime between AD 1030 and 1220. 

Figure 12
Left: Smaller, less than palm sized, ceramic figurines from K2, showing umbilical and other engravings.

 
Centre and right: Three views of one large female, 155mm tall to mid-torso. This figurine also features 

“incisions around the abdomen on the level of the navel, and incisions down the centre of the back onto the 
buttocks” (Hutten; Steyn; Nienaber & Loots 2006: Poster).    

Further finds have also been made at Mapungubwe Hill (figure 13), which was most densely 
occupied mainly between AD 1220 and 1290 (Heydenrych & Tiley-Nel 2012: 21). With regard 
to significance of some of the engravings on these Mapungubwe Hill figurines Sian Tiley-Nel 
(email of 17/04/2012) has suggested that they may well be “linked to scarification” practices 
because “ethnographic archive images taken in the 1930s exhibit the same type of decoration on 
the torsos of, most typically, pre-puberty girls”. She has, furthermore, noted that “it is difficult 
at this stage to say for sure whether heads were deliberately broken off prior to disposal”, 
suggesting that “arms, legs … [and] heads are, from a technological point of view, weak joints” 
and thus prone to breakage anyway.

Figure 13
Left: Mapungubwe Hill large figurine, 120mm high, featuring an elongated cylindrical style of torso on 
stubby legs, with head complete, reminiscent of some Schroda works, but less therianthropic than those 

in Figure 8 above. The face has three impressed dots, possibly representing eyes and a mouth (Item 
C/4834, University of Pretoria. Image and empirical information courtesy of Sian Tiley-Nel, Chief Curator 

Museum Governance, Department of UP Arts, Mapungubwe Collection, email of 23/4/2012).
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Centre left: Mapungubwe Hill, 41mm high, female lower torso featuring protruding navel with radiating 
parallel engraved lines, and oval hole near base perhaps referring to female genitalia. This work, which 

tapers upwards from the hips, also has extensive and intricate engravings on the buttocks upon which are 
diagonal lines which stretch over them in a band-like formation, the lines being split by a single incision, 

and the upper part of the buttocks band is cut by three sets of vertical lines (Item N/303, University of 
Pretoria. Image and empirical information courtesy of Sian Tiley-Nel, Chief Curator Museum Governance, 

Department of UP Arts, Mapungubwe Collection, email of 23/4/2012).

Centre right: Mapungubwe Hill, 51mm high, female lower torso with pronounced buttocks. Three 
parallel rows of punctate engravings encompass a protruding navel and meet other rows of engravings 

coming round the sides of the upper torso (Item Fig08_1(2), University of Pretoria. Image and empirical 
information courtesy of Sian Tiley-Nel, Chief Curator Museum Governance, Department of UP Arts, 

Mapungubwe Collection, email of 17/4/2012).

Right: Mapungubwe Hill, 56mm high, conical figurine fragment with cylindrical body and triangular 
protuberance on the side, somewhat reminiscent of the highly stylised miniature figurines from Schroda, as 
seen on the right of Figure 9 above. The top tip of this cone-shaped fragment features numerous punctate 

holes, delineated from the rest of the body by an incised line (Item N/297, University of Pretoria. Image and 
empirical information courtesy of Sian Tiley-Nel, Chief Curator Museum Governance, Department of UP 

Arts, Mapungubwe Collection, 2012).

It is, furthermore, interesting to note that, with variations, there are also continuities of visual 
expression evident in some of the anthropomorphic ceramic figurines which have been recovered 
further north, in Zimbabwe, (figure 14) from sites such as Vhuri Cave, Mount Alice, Leopard’s 
Kopje, Nali Hill, Hillside Dam, Carleton Estate, Rennydende Farm, and Chivowa Hill amongst 
others (Matenga 1993; Robinson 1988; Sinclair 1991; Summers 1957; Wood 2002). I am 
fascinated by variations on elegant body elongation evident in some of those sculptures, as 
well as by possible hints at swathed clothing and/or adornment apparent on, for example, the 
Rennydende Farm figurine fragments. Coiled and then engraved clay clothing and/or adornment 
additions seem to have also been made to some of the figurines from Chivowa Hill. These 
have been placed above protruding buttocks around the waist, as well as around lower legs and 
even on what appear to be elongated necks. These works from Rennydende Farm and Chivowa 
Hill, as well as from elsewhere, open up further fields for future discussion about, for example, 
sculpted references to clothing and adornment for purposes of vanity and as indicators of status.

Figure 14
Left: Zimbabwean figurines on display at the National Museum in Bulawayo (Wood 2002: 82-83, redrawn 

from Summers 1957, and Matenga 1993).

Middle: “Fabric swathed” human figurines, from Rennydende Farm in Zimbabwe (Robinson 1988: 49).

Right: Female figurines from Chivowa Hill, Zimbabwe (Sinclair 1991: 40).
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At this point it seems appropriate to refer back to Dobres’s warning to avoid presentism, yet it 
may also be likely that peoples long ago also just enjoyed playing (see also Jolles 1998: 105), 
and it is quite conceivable that some of the figurines referred to may have been made as part 
of a game by youngsters or others with access to clay on a fine day. I made riverbank clay toys 
as a child and Alice Gqa Nongebeza (figure 15) -an octogenarian potter who lives and works 
near Port St Johns in the Eastern Cape (Steele 2007)- for instance, recollects making clay dolls 
as playthings in her youth, and in 2006 proceeded to make an example of such a toy while we 
were chatting.  

Figure 15
Alice Gqa Nongebeza and 220mm high ceramic doll made while chatting about her childhood and how 

groups of friends would model figurines from nearby river clay as playthings 
(photographs: the author, 2006).

Nonetheless, it is significant that the figurines so briefly looked at in this paper were usually 
excavated from important archaeological contexts such as storage pits, (Prins & Granger 1993; 
Whitelaw 1994) or other “ritually important areas” (Wood 2002: 91) such as, for example, 
adjacent to and incorporating cattle byres (Hanisch 1980, 2002; Huffman 2002; Whitelaw 1994). 
Deposition in such settings adds weight to suggestions that some were used for specifically 
interventionist purposes aimed at making sense of lifeway cycles prior to possible ritual discard. 
In support of this proposal, for example, Whitelaw (1994: 51, citing also Evers & Hammond-
Tooke 1986; Inskeep & Maggs 1975; Loubser 1993) has suggested that some such figurines may 
have been used as props during “rites of passage” because even in contemporary times “ceramic 
or wooden figurines are used by a number of … peoples in initiation schools”. Furthermore, Jolles 
(1998: 99) has observed that “clay dolls [have been seen to feature] … in initiation ceremonies 
and in connection with rituals invoking newlywed couples as well as those that have remained 
childless”. Wood (2002: 86), in her study focussed in the Limpopo Basin, has noted occurrences 
such as, for example, that “post pubescent … girls … carry dolls on their heads … [and] … she 
will take the doll to her husband’s home at marriage”. Such contemporary actions  suggest that 
perhaps ethnographic analogies can be useful as indicators of potential activities associated with 
some figurine sculptures “created as much as a thousand years ago” (Wood 2002: 86), yet, it is 
probably unwise to be dogmatic about such analogies because cultural practices, after all, are 
by no means unchanging.

Finally, with regard to potential contexts in which such artworks may have been used 
long ago, it has also been suggested by Johan van Schalkwyk (2002: 71) that it should “be kept 
in mind that [prehistoric ceramic] figurines may not have purely functioned by themselves”. 
This is a very useful idea because it opens pathways to visualisation of scenarios wherein such 
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artworks “could have been surrounded, supported and even decorated by many other objects 
made from materials that have not survived in the archaeological record”. 

Furthermore, it has been pointed out by Bert Olivier (2008: 49) that some of these figurines 
could perhaps also have been part of various other “dynamics impelled by trauma”, one of which 
might have included talking about particular life-changing events. He (2008: 32), significantly, 
draws attention to the idea that trauma may have been a “central … intra-textual … category 
in terms of which the narrative thread [of life] spins itself out”. Such events hint at occasions 
of “inescapable human symbolic activity” utilising both tangible artefacts in conjunction with 
“spin [ning] a web of words, a ‘talking cure’ [psychoanalytically] of sorts, repairing or restoring” 
composure on these occasions. Olivier’s (2008: 42, citing for example, Lacan 1977 and Derrida 
2003, and in personal communication of 2012) placement of the concepts of trauma, and talking 
about that, at the centre of why such artworks may have been created, used, and then discarded, 
is also useful because the importance and mystery of such disturbing and life changing events as 
first menstruation, acts of intercourse, pregnancy and childbirth, should not be underestimated. 
Some of the figurines may thus have become part of a process whereby particular events are 
“bearably inscribed in experience through language or discourse”, thereby facilitating a stitching 
up of “the intermittently (or perhaps perpetually) torn fabric of human existence”, enabling 
participants to “mend his/her symbolic horizon subsequent to trauma” (Olivier 2008: 42, 49, and 
personal communication 2012).  

In conclusion, I think that looking at and theorising roles of such artworks can be based 
on avoidance of both presentism and unitary explanations in favour of embracing mystery 
and diversity. So, in this paper I have not attempted an exhaustive listing of ceramic figurines 
excavated in either the East Coast or Limpopo Basins. I have rather sought to touch on some 
nuances of formal visual elements that delight me, as well as to highlight particular sites and 
aspects of sculptural styles that link the Kulubele figurines with trends in prehistoric practice and 
thinking at specific places during particular eras elsewhere in Southern Africa. It has also been 
seen that, according to excavations so far, earliest Southern African ceramic human figurines are 
of relatively recent origin and differ markedly from examples of earliest overseas counterparts, 
especially in terms of extent of anatomical and other applied and engraved detail. It is hoped 
that a contribution has been made to foundations already laid for further studies of prehistoric 
local and sub-Saharan African ceramic sculpture. Furthermore, the present tight focus on solidly 
modelled human figurines, occurring in severely circumscribed regions, serves to hint at many 
other genres of prehistoric southern African ceramic sculpture, including those of animals and 
hollow anthropomorphic works, which should bear closer consideration in due course.
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